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In 1987, Emile “Peppi” Bruneau sought reelection to represent the 94th district in the Louisiana 

House of Representatives and handedly defeated Barbara Arnold 10,615 votes to 2,649. After serving a 

four-year term, Bruneau ran for reelection again in 1991. No one challenged the sitting state 

representative, and he successfully reclaimed his seat. Bruneau ran again in 1995, 1999, and once more 

in 2003 but each time faced no opposition. The 2,649 votes for Arnold in 1987 would be the last ballots 

cast against a Bruneau for decades. Peppi Bruneau retired from the legislature in 2007, and in the 

special election to fill his seat, voters chose Nick Lorusso over Peppi’s son, Jeb Bruneau, by a margin of 

60 percent to 40 percent. Later in the fall general election, Lorusso defeated Peppi’s other son Adrian 49 

percent to 21 percent.  

 Some Bruneau family members were clearly unpopular with 94th district voters, but due to a 

lack of opposition candidates, voters’ dissatisfaction with Peppi’s performance could not be expressed at 

the ballot box. Perhaps Bruneau did such a good job as a state legislator that no one felt it necessary to 

oppose the sitting incumbent. Our core understanding of democracy, however, operates with the 

assumption that elections will offer voters a choice. No one challenging Bruneau deprives voters of this 

choice and ultimately the ability to hold Bruneau electorally accountable. To stay in the state legislature, 

Bruneau did not have to be an effective policymaker, provide services to constituents, or even kiss a 

baby. He only had to sign up for the job. 

Peppi Bruneau’s electoral success seems remarkable but actually reflects a fairly common 

obstacle for accountability in American legislatures. Few incumbents face opposition candidates. Figure 

1 presents the levels of competition in U.S. House and single member district state legislative races from 
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1992 – 2016. Only 55 percent of state legislators faced major party opposition (black solid line), a rate 

over 20 percent lower than that in U.S. house elections. During this time period, fewer than 20 percent of 

state legislators faced an in-party primary opponent (black dashed line). Taken together, over a third of 

incumbents did not face a challenger in either the primary or general election. Otherwise stated, 

incumbents in these districts reclaimed their job in a fashion similar to Bruneau: just by signing up. 

Ideally, incumbents would have to do more than sign up to stay in legislature. Recall Powell’s 

first requirement for accountability. Voters must “have a fair opportunity to cast a meaningful vote for 

or against the policymakers” (Powell, 2000, p. 51). This fair opportunity only exists when there is an 

alternative candidate to the incumbent on the ballot. Beyond satisfying this basic requirement for 

accountability, challengers help promote representation and hold legislators responsible for their 

actions in many other ways. Challengers spur debate between those who are in and out of power forcing 

representatives to consider a broader set of interests (Key, 1949, pp. 303–310). This can be particularly 

useful for voters who do not actively pay attention to state legislative politics (a subject addressed in 

Chapter 3), as opposition candidates help voters identify the bad eggs in the legislature. As characterized 

Figure 1: Challenge Rates to Incumbents in the US House and State Legislatures 

 
Solid lines represent the proportion of US House (grey) and state legislative (black) incumbents who faced a major party 
challenger in elections from 1992 to 2010. Dotted lines illustrate the rates in which state legislators face competition in 
the primary election. Over a third of incumbents did not face a challenger in either the primary or general election from 
1992 – 2010. 
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by Douglas Arnold in his study of Congress, “[f]ew challengers fail to sift through incumbents’ records in 

search of the smoking gun. They then employ their newly discovered evidence to persuade citizens how 

poorly their current representatives have served their interest” (Arnold 1992, 49). 

Figure 1 suggests there are few challengers available to sift through incumbents’ records in the 

state archives, and in this chapter, I address how candidates’ personal and strategic decision-making are 

partly responsible for this dearth of challengers. I find few candidates want a job that demands long 

hours, and fewer candidates will undergo a costly campaign when losing is all but assured. Promising for 

the prospects of accountability, I find unrepresentative incumbents or those who oversee weak state 

economies face more competition, particularly in districts where a challenger has better chances of 

winning. Less promising for accountability, challengers appear to strategically respond to politics 

outside of the incumbent’s control. Specifically, state-level candidates take advantage of favorable 

national political conditions and run more often against the president’s legislative co-partisans, 

especially when the president is unpopular. Despite actions at the White House having little to do with 

what happens in the state house, national politics influences state-level politicians’ decision-making and 

thereby voters’ opportunities to hold their legislator accountable.  

The Personal Decision to Run 

When an individual considers running against a sitting state legislator, they ask themselves the 

same questions many candidates ask before deciding to pursue public office. Has the incumbent done a 

good job? Do I have any chance of winning? What personal sacrifices will I make by serving in the state 

legislature (e.g. Kazee, 1994; Maestas, Fulton, Maisel, & Stone, 2006; Schlesinger, 1966)? Some of these 

questions are clearly more related to policymaking and representation than others, but each is 

important for accountability. Any challenger is almost always better than no challenger.2 Regardless of 

whether a candidate does not run because he thinks he cannot win or for personal reasons, the lack of a 

challenger denies voters the opportunity to throw a misbehaving incumbent out of office.  

                                                             
2 A challenger could be detrimental for accountability if a weak challenger runs and does poorly in the 
election, deterring more viable challengers from running in the future. 
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As with anyone considering a new career, the decision to run for state legislative office will be 

influenced by what it is like to hold that position. Legislative jobs, however, are not all the same. As 

playing baseball in the major leagues is a different experience than being on the company softball team, 

serving in the California Assembly is not like serving in the New Hampshire House, and the desirability 

of these positions then varies. Figure 2 summarizes some of this cross-state variation and illustrates the 

average levels of contestation in states that exclusively have single-member state house districts from 

2001 - 2016. Every election year, over 90 percent of Minnesota state representatives face major party 

opposition and relatively few seats go uncontested. Meanwhile, less than 30 percent of Arkansas 

legislators regularly encounter challenges, which raises the question of why so many state legislative 

candidates run in Minnesota and so few candidates want to serve in Little Rock?3  

  To answer this question, political scientists asked candidates why they ran. David Broockman, 

Nicholas Carnes, Melody Crowder-Meyer, and Christopher Skovron, for example, conducted the National 

                                                             
3 To explain this cross-state variation, political science research focuses on institutions, such as legislative 
professionalism (Dunk & Weber, 1997; Hogan, 2004; Squire, 2000; Weber, Tucker, & Brace, 1991), campaign 
finance laws (Hamm & Hogan, 2008; Malhotra, 2008; Mayer & Wood, 1995; Werner & Mayer, 2007), or term 
limits (Cain, Hanley, & Kousser, 2006; Forgette, Garner, & Winkle, 2009). 

Figure 2: General Election Competition in State House Seats, 2001 - 2016 

 
The above illustrates the proportion of contested or uncontested incumbent and open seats in state house elections from 
2001 – 2016 by state. Proportions in each column sum to 1. Incumbents often do not face major party challenges in South 
Carolina or Massachusetts, but most Minnesota and Michigan state representatives face such challenges. 
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Candidate Study, which surveyed the 10,131 people running for state legislature in 2012. 1,907 state 

legislative candidates responded to this survey and answered questions pertaining to their 

backgrounds, positions on political issues, and impressions of state legislative politics.4 Nicholas Carnes 

and his coauthors generously shared these survey results with me for usage in this manuscript.  

Using findings from the National Candidate Study and Center for American Women and Politics, 

Figure 3 provides demographic characteristics of state legislative candidates from the 2012 election. 

The typical person who runs for the state legislature is an old, rich, white man.5 The top bar of Figure 3 

indicates that only 20 percent of state legislative candidates were women in 2012 (Center for American 

Women and Politics, 2015).  There is a rich literature that explains why so few women run for the state 

house (see Carroll & Fox, 2013 for a review) to which this single chapter cannot do justice. 6 Existing 

                                                             
4 Response rates for this survey were well-balanced on several important observable characteristics, such as 
party of the candidate, whether the candidate won the election, candidate’s vote margin, and candidates 
region; see Broockman and Skovron (2013). 
5 In earlier surveys, Moncrief, Squire, and Jewell (2001) find that 47.9 percent of state legislative candidates 
are over 50 years old, 44 percent make more than $70,000 a year, 92 percent are white, and 78.4 percent are 
male. 
6 Explanations for the paucity of women legislative candidates include differing levels of political ambition 
(e.g. Fox & Lawless, 2005), the supply of candidates (e.g. Darcy, Clark, & Welch, 1994), recruitment (e.g. 
Crowder-Meyer, 2013), and personal circumstances (e.g. Carroll & Sanbonmatsu, 2013).  

Figure 3: Demographic Characteristics of State Legislative Candidates 

 
Demographic characteristics of state legislative candidates from 2012 using findings from the National Candidate Study 
and the Center for American Women and Politics. Most state legislative candidates are rich, white, old men. 
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research on gender and elections, however, helps highlight how candidates’ personal commitments and 

resources determine whether voters even have a choice in a state legislative election and the 

opportunity to hold their state representative accountable. 

Time and Money 

(Most) everyone has a life outside of their job, and political elites similarly have responsibilities 

beyond their legislative duties, which impacts how much time they can devote to politics. Surveys of 

state legislators, for example, show that women legislators are less likely to be married or have children 

(Carroll & Sanbonmatsu, 2013: Tables 2.5 & 2.8; Lawless & Fox, 2010: Table 4.3). Susan Carroll and Kira 

Sanbonmatsu (2013) posit few women with children run is partly a result of women’s greater 

consideration of “how candidacy and office-holding would affect the lives of others with whom the 

potential candidate has close relationship” compared to men (Carroll & Sanbonmatsu, 2013, p. 45). 

When describing her own decision to run for the legislature, one woman state representative told 

Carroll and Sanbonmatsu: 

I do think it harder for women to make that decision to spend a lot of time away from their kids…I 
decided to do this when my kids were about three and six, but I put it off until they graduated high 
school. That is because I represent a rural district, and their whole school life I would have been in 
[the state capital], and it wasn’t a cost I wanted to pay…And for men…if they are married, they 
have someone at home who can tend to the home fires…(Carroll & Sanbonmatsu, 2013, p. 46)7 
 
Men have increasingly become more responsible for tending to the home fires in recent years, 

but women still report spending twice as much time on housework or childcare than men (Parker & 

Wang, 2013). 8 Competing work-life demands have been shown to affect women’s career trajectories in 

law or business (for reviews, see Kay & Gorman, 2008; Phillips & Imhoff, 1997), and Rachel Silberman 

provides evidence that increased time away from the home deters women from seeking state legislative 

office. In a study of state legislative elections from 2008 to 2011, Silberman finds that living an “hour 

                                                             
7 When discouraging a 30-year old mother of two from running, Ohio Senate Majority Leader Tom Patton 
stated “I don't know if anybody explained to her we've got to spend three nights a week in Columbus.  So, 
how does that work out for you? I waited until I was 48 and my kids were raised, and at least adults, 
before we took the opportunity to try." (Pelzer, 2016) 
8 In a survey of survey of legislators from four states, Freeman and Lyons (1992) found that 58 percent of 
male legislators agree with the statement that “to be really active in politics, men have to neglect their wives 
and children.”  
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further from the state capital decreases a district’s likelihood of having a woman candidate by a full 6.8 

percentage points” (Silbermann, 2015, p. 134; see also Freeman & Lyons, 1992; Smith et al., 2015). Party 

leaders are aware of the importance of time when recruiting candidates. When 1,118 county-level 

Republican and Democratic party chairs were asked “What do you look for in a candidate?,” party chairs 

rated a candidate having “a flexible work schedule” as more important than previously holding elected 

office, serving in a community leadership position, or being independently wealthy (Broockman, Carnes, 

Crowder-Meyer, & Skovron, 2014). 

Legislative leaders are partly concerned about work schedules because the current generation 

of American state legislators spends more time at the capital than their predecessors. Peverill Squire has 

impressively documented institutional changes in American legislatures since the country’s founding, 

focusing on a concept known as “legislative professionalism.” A legislature is considered to be more 

professional as its institutions (i.e. salaries, length of legislative session, and staff) more resemble 

Congress. Focusing on the time demands placed upon legislators, Squire found most state legislatures 

met biennially in the 1960s, but in 2014, 46 legislatures met every year (Squire, 2012: Table 7.1, 2017). 

Further increasing demands placed upon state legislators, most legislatures met for 28 days or fewer in 

1909, but by 2014, most met for at least 50 days (Jewell, 1982; Squire, 2017). 

Legislatures themselves determine how long they will meet, and legislators consider the costs 

and benefits of longer legislative sessions. The Rhode Island legislature, for example, considered moving 

from being “part-time” to “full-time” in 2006. Some legislators, such as state representative Raymond 

Gallison, felt that “If we went to a full-time legislature, we wouldn’t have the rush at the end of the 

session that we always do, where things seem to break down and some of the most important bills get 

lost” (Gregg, Mayerowitz, & Gudrais, 2006). All representatives, however, did not share Gallison’s 

enthusiasm for longer sessions. As expressed by Representative Stephen Ucci, “I think we do enough 

damage being in here part-time. The last thing people need is to have us here full-time” (Gregg et al., 

2006).9 Ucci is likely not alone in his concern. A survey of over 2,000 state legislators from the 1980s 

                                                             
9 This quote was found thanks to (Squire, 2012, p. 316) 
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found majority party legislators who serve legislatures in longer sessions were less satisfied with the 

bills they pass (Francis, 1985). 

A legislator may find himself struggling to produce quality bills and in turn put in long hours at 

the office if he is relatively inexperienced at the job. According to the National Candidate Study, 49 

percent of state legislative candidates indicated they never previously held elected office. Once elected, 

many of these candidates can rely on the over 30,000 state legislative staff members across the country 

to help them transition to their new job (NCSL 2006). Similar to Members of Congress (DeGregorio, 

1995), studies of state legislatures find newer legislators (e.g. freshmen members) depend more on staff 

than older members (K. U. Hoffman, 2006; Weissert & Weissert, 2000), and staff help newly elected 

legislators learn the “capitol way” (Weissert & Weissert, 2000, p. 1138). While much can be required of 

newly elected state legislators, having staff help address constituency concerns and research legislation 

can make the job a little easier and less time consuming. 

Rhode Island ultimately decided to remain part-time, and the time commitment necessary to 

serve in this legislature remains less than in most states. Using data collected by Squire, Figure 4 

illustrates the average number of days legislators spent in session per year from 2013 - 2014. State 

legislatures on average meet for approximately 50 days a year. New Hampshire legislators only meet for 

21 days per year, the Massachusetts, California, and Ohio legislatures meet over for 100 days each year. 

When responding to the National Candidate Study, 51 percent of candidates stated they were concerned 

with “Giving up time with family and friends” when deciding to seek public office. Faced with this work-

life balance dilemma, candidates in California and Ohio then have to decide if they want to spend over 

half of the year in Sacramento or Columbus instead of at home with their loved ones. 

Another issue arose in Rhode Island’s debate regarding whether to become a full time 

legislature: could legislators could meet the demands of both their legislative and outside careers? Steve 

Nardelli, a lobbyist for charter schools, characterized Rhode Island legislature as one “where you’ve got 

lawyers, teachers, real-estate agents…people that can afford to be there, where John Q. Public really 

can’t” (Gregg et al., 2006). Senate Majority Leader M. Teresa Paiva expressed similar concerns stating 
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that she was “not sure what full-time means…Does it mean the [Rep.] Paul Crowley can’t own his 

restaurant because he’s a legislator?”   

Other candidates across the country share similar financial worries. When asked by the National 

Candidate Study, 13 percent of candidates stated they were concerned about “losing the job I had at the 

time” before running for public office and 31 percent worried about losing their income from their job 

by serving in the legislature. These survey responses echo the sentiment of a Colorado state legislative 

candidate who spoke to Moncrief, Squire, and Jewell for their book Who Runs for Legislature. From 1998 

to 1999, the salary of Colorado state legislators increased from $17,500 to $30,000, and when describing 

his decision to run for office after this change, this Colorado candidate said “I couldn’t run before 

because the $17,500 was too low” (qtd in Moncrief, Squire, & Jewell, 2001, p. 22).10  

                                                             
10 In unpublished work, Mitchell and Hoffman find that a “100 percent increase in the salary is associated 
with a 2.5 percentage point increase in the chance an election is contested” (2014, p. 11). In work on the 
ambition of state legislators, Fowler and McClure (1990) find evidence that higher state legislative salaries 
keep legislators from seeking higher office (e.g. in the U.S. House). In a related literature on class and 
representation in state legislatures, Carnes and Hansen (2016) find that salaries in state legislatures have 
little relationship with the number of legislators who come from “working class” backgrounds. 

Figure 4: Average Number of Days State Legislatures are in Session per year 

 
Using data collected by Peverill Squire, the above illustrates the average number of days state legislatures met per year 
from 2013 - 2014. 
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A state legislator’s salary is likely too low for many candidates to maintain their accustomed to 

standard of living. Most legislative candidates come from families with incomes that exceed $75,000 

(Figure 3), but Figure 5 shows that the annual pay received by legislators in 2016 in most states was less 

than $25,000. Legislators in California are well compensated for their service, but those who serve in the 

New Hampshire state house only make a few hundred dollars a year. Low salaries combined with efforts 

to maintain family incomes forces some legislators to keep their non-legislative jobs, further adding time 

constraints on legislators’ lives. Jerome Maddox (2004, Table 4), for example, found that reducing 

legislator salary from $50,000 to $20,000 increases the probability a legislator has a career outside the 

legislature by .096.  

The above interviews and surveys anecdotally suggest that time (Figure 4) and financial 

sacrifices (Figure 5) related to serving in the legislature may underlie some of variation in levels of 

candidate entry across states (Figure 2). To more systematically test this possibility, I estimate statistical 

models that evaluate whether these and other variables relate to the likelihood a state legislative 

incumbent received a challenger. My models capture the relationship between challenger entry and 

legislators’ salary. They also assess the association between challenger entry and potential time 

Figure 5: State Legislators’ Salaries 

 
State legislators’ salaries as of 2016, using data collected by Peverill Squire. 
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constraints candidates face if elected to the legislature in two ways. First, I account for the length of a 

legislature’s session. Second, I account for a legislative district’s distance from the capital under the 

assumption that legislators who live further from the state capital will spend more time away from their 

everyday lives.  

My models also account for characteristics unique to the incumbent (an incumbent’s 

representation, time served in the legislature, party affiliation, past electoral success), legislative district 

(district-level presidential vote, district population), state (typical cost of a legislative campaign, amount 

of staff per legislator, presence of term limits), and temporal political conditions (the state economy, 

approval of the president, whether the election took place in the midterm or after redistricting).  I 

address many of these variables’ substantive importance at greater length below. For my statistical 

tests, I use probit regressions to estimate the relationship between the above independent variables and 

challenger entry in state legislative elections that took place in single-member districts from 2001 – 

2016.  Estimations include random effects for states. 

The analyses in this and following chapters further consider how relationships between 

dependent and independent variables of interest vary across more and less competitive districts, as 

measured by district partisanship. Voters are often more informed about state politics in these more 

competitive settings (e.g. Lyons, Jaeger, & Wolak, 2013), which may increase the importance of 

legislators own behavior (subjects more thoroughly addressed in Chapters 3 and 5).  To investigate how 

the likelihood that legislator faces a challenger varies across different levels of district competition, I 

additionally estimate my statistical models separately for state legislative elections for marginal seats - 

where the incumbent’s party received less than 60 percent of the presidential vote – and safe seats – 

where the incumbent’s party received more than 60 percent of the presidential vote.  
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Table 1: Challenger Entry as a Function of Institutional and Political Contexts 

Variable 
All  

Districts 
 

Marginal  
Districts 

Safe 
Districts 

Change Annual Log Q2 State Personal Income -1.560* 
(0.414) 

-3.729* 
(0.633) 

0.207 
(0.550) 

Ideological Distance from District 0.595* 
(0.066) 

0.685* 
(0.094) 

0.376* 
(0.101) 

Ideological Distance Squared -0.160* 
(0.036) 

-0.214* 
(0.054) 

-0.049 
(0.053) 

Distance to Capital (Logged) -0.051* 
(0.009) 

-0.044* 
(0.014) 

-0.049* 
(0.012) 

Logged Avg. Amt. to Win Race (State-Year Average) 0.132* 
(0.040) 

0.238* 
(0.056) 

-0.027 
(0.053) 

Legislator Salary (in 1000s of 2010 dollars) 0.001 
(0.001) 

0.001 
(0.002) 

0.001 
(0.001) 

Session Length -0.001* 
(0.000) 

-0.001* 
(0.000) 

-0.001* 
(0.000) 

Legislative Staff per Member 0.017 
(0.014) 

0.010 
(0.019) 

0.021 
(0.018) 

Minority Party Seat Share -0.167 
(0.105) 

-0.352* 
(0.157) 

-0.024 
(0.141) 

Incumbent Party Pres Vote -0.026* 
(0.001) 

-0.021* 
(0.002) 

-0.028* 
(0.002) 

Incumbent Party Previous Vote Share -0.006* 
(0.001) 

-0.012* 
(0.001) 

-0.002 
(0.001) 

Incumbent Party Previously Contested 0.317* 
(0.036) 

0.069 
(0.063) 

0.444* 
(0.045) 

District Size (Logged) 0.012 
(0.065) 

-0.097 
(0.094) 

0.153 
(0.082) 

Freshman Incumbent -0.030 
(0.022) 

-0.002 
(0.033) 

-0.058 
(0.030) 

Terms Served -0.011* 
(0.003) 

-0.018* 
(0.005) 

-0.006 
(0.004) 

Southern Election -0.800* 
(0.171) 

-0.714* 
(0.189) 

-0.800* 
(0.179) 

Term Limits Enacted 0.022 
(0.093) 

-0.132 
(0.122) 

0.084 
(0.105) 

Member of the Democratic Party -0.043* 
(0.018) 

-0.048 
(0.028) 

-0.008 
(0.031) 

Midterm Election 0.039* 
(0.018) 

0.020 
(0.026) 

0.048* 
(0.024) 

Off Year Election 0.355 
(0.280) 

0.213 
(0.306) 

0.457 
(0.290) 

Redistricting Year -0.104* 
(0.031) 

-0.204* 
(0.044) 

-0.016 
(0.044) 

State Senate Race -0.034 
(0.054) 

-0.014 
(0.078) 

-0.029 
(0.066) 

Constant 0.733 
(0.548) 

1.202 
(0.755) 

0.553 
(0.666) 

N 28917 13771 15146 
Log-Likelihood -15700.7 -7217.9 -8397.2 
Probit estimates of the likelihood of a challenger contesting an incumbent state legislator.  Analyses in the first 
column of this table focus on all single-member districts where the incumbent sought reelection elections from 
2001 to 2016. Subsequent columns focus on marginal or safe districts where the incumbent’s party received less 
or more than 60 percent of the presidential vote. 
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To give substantive meaning to relationships throughout this and following chapters, I convert 

probit estimates, which are presented here in Table 1, to predicted probabilities or differences in 

probabilities. Within this chapter, Table 2 presents the differences in the predicted probability that an 

incumbent faced a challenger in a state legislative election for a given change in an independent variable. 

The first row of Table 2, for example, shows for every 100 miles a district is further away from the state 

capital, an incumbent representing that district is .015 less likely to face a challenger in the general 

election, reaffirming Silberman’s finding that challengers are also less likely to run in districts that are 

further away from the capital.  

The second row of Table 2 provides further evidence that potential challengers in state 

legislative elections appear to be conscious of the time demands serving in the legislature places on their 

lives. Increasing the length of a legislative session by 100 days decreases the likelihood of a challenger 

by .030, but statistical analyses provide less evidence that increased staff make serving in the legislature 

easier, prestigious, and therefore more desirable (Table 2: fourth row). Together, the findings 

concerning the distance of a legislator’s district from the capital and length of legislative session suggest 

that the long drives and long hours deter many candidates from seeking state legislative office and 

ultimately deprives many voters the “fair opportunity” to hold their legislator accountable. 

Findings concerning challenger entry and the potential financial sacrifices candidates must 

make when running for state legislator are more mixed than those concerning time constraints. The 

relationship between legislative salary and challenger is in the expected positive direction but estimates 

Table 2: Differences in Predicted Probabilities associated with Changes in Institutional & Political 
Variables 

Variable Change in Variable Value 
Change in Probability 

of a Challenger 

District Distance from Capital Increase 100 Miles -0.015* 

Length of Legislative Session Increase 100 Days -0.030* 

Legislative Staff per Member Increase 4 Staffers (appox. NH to IL) +0.021 

Legislator Salary Increase $10,000 +0.003 

Average Cost of Campaign Increase $10,000 +0.005* 

District Partisanship Increase 10 percent -0.087* 

* p ≤ .05 
Differences in average predicted probabilities of an incumbent facing a challenger associated with changing listed variable 
value indicated by the second column, holding all other variables at their mean values.  
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do not reach conventional levels of statistical significance. More surprisingly, campaign costs do not 

seem to strongly deter a potential candidate from challenging a sitting incumbent. When asked by the 

National Candidate Study, 59 percent of candidates said they were seriously concerned about the “the 

need to raise lots of money,” but the fifth row of Table 2 reports that a $10,000 increase in the average 

cost of a state legislative campaign actually increases the probability of state legislative challenger by 

.005. Such findings may reflect that in states that have more expensive campaigns also have more 

established apparati to recruit challengers. 

The Strategic Decision to Run 

Losing time with their families or taking a pay cut are only some of the considerations that a 

potential candidate has before running for the state legislature. Running for office requires building a 

campaign, asking donors for money, and persuading voters. Most candidates do not want to make these 

investments into running if they expect to lose. Some candidates may run as sacrificial lambs or to gain 

experience (Canon, 1993), but many selectively choose when to enter races to maximize their 

probability of victory (Canon & Sousa, 1992; Jacobson & Kernell, 1983; Maestas et al., 2006).  

One such strategic candidate was Jeanne Kirkton. Kirkton was a Democratic city council member 

in Webster Groves, Missouri, and entering the 2006 election, it was well-known that Kirkton wanted to 

serve in the state legislature. In Kirkton’s state house district, Democratic presidential candidate John 

Kerry received 49 percent of the vote in 2004, and Barack Obama carried the district by a larger margin 

four years later, suggesting the district was winnable for a Democrat. Kirkton’s district at the time was 

represented by a three-term incumbent, Kathleen Fares. Fares was a pro-choice Republican and small 

business owner, thereby making her a more moderate Republican representing a moderate district.  

Kirkton stated she “considered running against Kathlyn Fares…but [Kirkton] didn’t believe she was 

beatable” (Kirkton 2014; personal communication). Fares then went onto defeat a less experienced 

Democratic challenger after Kirkton opted not to run in 2006. Kirkton’s determination that Fares was 

not “beatable” was the likely culmination of asking herself questions many strategic candidates ask 
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themselves before running for public office: Who are the voters in my district? How has the incumbent 

represented the district? Is this an opportune time to run? 
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The District 

Focusing on the first question, political scientists have well documented that voters’ party 

identification is a strong predictor of vote choice and thereby how successful a party’s candidate will be 

in an election (e.g. Campbell, Converse, & Stokes, 1960). A challenger concerned about winning must 

consider how much the district already favors the incumbent’s party before opposing the sitting state 

representative. Many complain that how districts are drawn creates too many “safe” districts – or those 

where it is difficult for one party to lose - at the congressional level (e.g. Hulse, 2016), but even 

mapmakers who want to create more balanced districts face obstacles. Voters with similar political 

views are increasingly living closer to one another, creating homogenous political communities 

(Levendusky, 2009; Oppenheimer, 2005). State legislative districts are often geographically smaller than 

Congressional districts, making it particularly difficult to create constituencies with diverse populations.  

To illustrate the high degree of partisan districts in state legislatures, Figure 6 presents the 

proportion of U.S. House and state legislative districts where President Barack Obama received more 

than 55 percent, less than 45 percent, or between 45 and 55 percent of the vote in the 2012 election. 

Most state houses have fewer “swing” districts –where Obama received between 45 and 55 percent of 

Figure 6: Swing Seats in the US House and State Houses 

 
The above shows the proportion of state house seats where Barack Obama’s vote share in the 2012 election was below 45 
percent, above 55 percent, or between 45 percent and 55 percent. Across the country, 10 percent fewer state legislative 
seats fall into this latter category as compared to U.S. House districts. 
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the vote – than the US House, and in most chambers, one of the two political parties has a supermajority 

of seats are that are partisan. On the Republican side, Obama received less than 45 percent of the vote in 

at least 60 percent of districts in 19 states, and on the Democratic side, Obama received more than 55 

percent of the vote in at least 60 percent of districts in 7 states. In some states, nearly every district 

favors one party. In West Virginia, Obama only one state house district supported Obama with more 

than 53 percent of the vote, and in Hawaii and Vermont, Obama won at least 52 percent of the vote in 

every state house district. 

Even casual observers of politics recognize it would be foolish for a Democrat to expect to win in 

a district where voters were overwhelmingly Republican, and the second to last row of Table 2 indicates 

that challengers are not fools. A 10 percent increase in the average presidential-vote share for the 

incumbent’s party in a district reduces the predicted probability of a major party opponent to an 

incumbent by at least .05.  The abundance of partisan state legislative districts then is partly responsible 

for the low levels of competition, and in turn, low levels of accountability in American legislatures.   

Representation 

Given district partisanship’s importance for election outcomes, it may seem surprising that 

Jeanne Kirkton didn’t run in a trending Democratic district where Democratic presidential candidate 

John Kerry received 49% of the vote two years prior. When explaining her decision whether to run 

against Kathlyn Fares, Jeanne Kirkton expressed that it would be difficult to beat a “popular moderate 

Republican legislator” (Kirkton 2014; personal communication). Fares’ roll-call voting record was more 

liberal than most members of the Missouri state house (Shor & McCarty, 2011), making her a moderate 

Republican representing a moderate district. If Kirkton was worried about maximizing her probability 

of victory, spatial theories of elections suggest that representative legislators will receive larger vote-

shares (e.g. Downs, 1957), which is supported by empirical studies of Congressional elections (e.g. 

Canes-Wrone, Brady, & Cogan, 2002). If these theories of electoral competition apply to voters’ behavior 

in state legislative elections (a subject more thoroughly addressed in Chapter 4), Kirkton’s reasoning 

that it would be difficult to defeat Fares and therefore stay out of the race would be sound.  If legislators 
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who provide poor representation are more likely to face a challenger and lose, incumbents, such as 

Fares, then have an electoral incentive to represent their districts. But if incumbents provide good 

representation, those incumbents avoid challengers and reclaim their seats.   

To assess the extent to which more representative incumbents across the country avoid 

competition, my statistical models evaluate the relationship between challenger entry and state 

legislative representation. I measure representation by calculating the ideological distance between the 

“ideal points” of a state legislator and her district. Political scientists frequently use ideal point estimates 

to quantify ideology on a numerical scale (e.g. from -1 to 1 with lower numbers reflecting liberal 

ideology, see Poole & Rosenthal, 2000). For state legislators, I employ ideal points derived from 

legislators’ responses to surveys and roll-call records (Shor & McCarty, 2011). For legislative districts, I 

use ideal points based on voters’ responses to political surveys and demographic characteristics of a 

district (Tausanovitch & Warshaw, 2013). After putting these ideal points on a common scale using 

ordinary least square regressions (see Appendix for details), I measure the “ideological distance” 

between a legislator and her district. Smaller values of this “ideological distance” metric suggest that an 

incumbent better represents their district in the legislature. 

Promising for accountability, I find that less representative incumbents more often face 

challengers. To illustrate these relationships, the solid black line in Figure 7 uses estimates from Table 1 

to show that as a legislator’s ideological distance from their district increases (x-axis) so does the 

probability an incumbent faces a challenger (y-axis). Holding other variables at their mean values, the 

predicted probability of an incumbent facing a challenger is approximately .546. When increasing the 

ideological distance measure by a standard deviation for all legislators, the predicted probability of a 

challenger rises to .591, and a three standard deviation change increases this probability to .618. This 

.072 increase suggests legislators have an incentive to represent their districts if they hope to avoid 

challengers in the general election. 

Figure 7 also illustrates how the relationship between representation and state legislative 

challenger entry varies across marginal districts (dotted line) and safe districts (dashed lines), as 
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measured by district partisanship. The vertical distance between the dotted and dashed lines 

underscores the overall importance of district partisanship. For all values of the ideological distance 

metric, the predicted probability of a challenger is always higher in a swing seat.  The importance of a 

legislator’s representation, however, varies slightly across these two types of seats. In a safe district, the 

predicted change in the probability of a challenger associated with a standard deviation increase in the 

ideological distance metric is .034, but in a marginal seat, the comparable difference is only .030.  This 

difference – while small – implies that while better representation deters challengers, Kathlyn Fares was 

not particularly advantaged by providing good representation in her more competitive, Webster Groves 

district. 

The Right Time to Run 

Characteristics of the district and incumbent’s representation help candidates answer questions 

concerning where to run and who to run against, but a strategic candidate must also consider when to 

seek public office. Conditions surrounding elections often change from one election to the next and can 

Figure 7: Representation and Challenger Entry 

 
Predicted probability of challenger to state legislative incumbent as an incumbent’s ideological distance from their district 

increases.  Moving from the left to right of the axis indicates the incumbent is less representative of their district. Shaded 

regions reflect 95 percent confidence intervals. 
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have considerable impact on a challenger’s probability of election. For example the types of voters who 

turnout in presidential and midterm Congressional elections often considerably differ, and incumbents 

likely are more confident in their reelection prospects during strong rather than weak economies (a 

subject addressed more thoroughly in Chapter 6). Larger political conditions surrounding elections can 

then shape when it is most opportune for a challenger to run. 

Focusing on the US Congress, Gary Jacobson and Samuel Kernell notably lay out this idea in their 

book, Strategy and Choice in Congressional Elections:  

National events and conditions shape the expectations of potential candidates and their supporters 
about their party’s electoral prospects. Their expectations affect their strategies and thus their 
behavior. And this, in turn, structures the choices voters are offered in districts across the nation. 
The election outcome becomes in part the aggregate consequence of many political making 
strategic decisions about their political careers. (1983, p. 24) 

 

Jacobson and Kernell specifically argue that Congressional candidates strategically take 

advantage of a president’s popularity and begin their book with the example of how the 1974 election 

was a “disaster” for Congressional Republicans following Watergate.  At this time, President Nixon’s 

average approval rating was in the mid-twenties, and consistent with the idea Congressional Democratic 

candidates took advantage of unfavorable political conditions for Republicans, Democrats challenged all 

but one of the 165 Republican U.S. House members who sought reelection. This common strategy by 

Democrats then gave voters many opportunities to hold the federal Republican party accountable. 

 Jacobson and Kernell’s theory of strategic challengers most straightforwardly translates to the 

state-level when thought of in the context of the governor and state legislature. For instance, candidates 

at the state legislative level may anticipate the governor’s coattails influencing their own electoral 

success (Hogan, 2005). If this is the case, members of the opposition party should then be more likely to 

run when the governor is unpopular. By taking advantage of anti-gubernatorial sentiment, challengers’ 

strategies not only increase their personal probability of victory but also connect the performance of the 

governor’s party to its members’ electoral security, promoting collective accountability for members of 

the state parties. 
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A complication for the application of Jacobson’s underlying theory of strategic challengers to 

state legislative elections is that state legislatures are embedded within a larger, federal system. Federal 

and state candidates often share party labels, and there is repeated evidence that national politics can 

influence state-level electoral outcomes (e.g. Carsey & Wright, 1998; Chubb, 1988; Chapter 5). Similar to 

riding gubernatorial coattails within a state, a potential state legislative candidate may anticipate taking 

advantage of an anti-presidential wave. Returning to the example of the 1974 election - where all but 

one US House Republican faced a Democratic challenger - Democrats similarly challenged every 

Republican state legislator in over 50 state legislative chambers, well over twice the comparable figure 

for Democrats (Tidmarch, Lonergan, & Sciortino, 1986). Hundreds more of state legislative Republicans 

then faced opposition during the Watergate era, even when these legislators have little to do with 

federal politics. 

 Patterns of state legislative candidate entry are similar in more recent elections. Following 

September 11th, President Bush enjoyed approval ratings exceeding 70 percent until the summer of 

2002, and in the November election that year, approximately 51 percent of Democrats and Republicans 

in state legislatures faced major party competition. However as Bush became unpopular, there were 

consequences for his state legislative co-partisans. In each of the 2006 and 2008 elections, almost 60 

percent of Republican state legislators faced a Democrat opponent but most Democrat incumbents went 

unopposed. But in the first election following the passage of an unpopular health care reform during the 

Obama administration, over 66 percent of Democratic state legislative incumbents were challenged in 

2010 but most Republicans faced no opponent.   

State legislators appear to recognize that Obama’s unpopularity worked in their favor. After the 

2012 candidate filing deadline in Tennessee, only 40 percent of Tennesseans approved of Barack 

Obama’s performance as president, and Republican state house Representative Glen Casada claimed 

“[t]hat is the biggest thing working for us: President Obama and the anti-president attitude” (Cass, 

2012). Casada was likely right. Democrats chose not to challenge Republicans in over a third of state 
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house districts, implying that Republicans only had to win 13 of 45 contested elections to retain their 

majority in the state house. 

Challengers’ strategies that account for larger political conditions can produce mixed 

implications for accountability in American legislatures. On the promising side, it is helpful to recall the 

idea of collective accountability discussed in this manuscript’s introduction. If a candidate runs against a 

member of a state party who oversaw an economic downturn, voters have some opportunity to hold the 

party in power collectively responsible for their management of the economy. However if a state-level 

challenger considers national conditions before deciding to run against an incumbent, the implications 

for accountability are less clear.  A congressional challenger that responds to national political 

conditions promotes collective partisan accountability, as Members of Congress have direct influence 

over the national government (Jacobson 1989, pp. 776–6). State legislators meanwhile are responsible 

for state policymaking, so if challengers systematically respond to national conditions, this does less to 

create incentives for state-level representation. A weak economy or an unpopular presidency may result 

in more state legislators facing opponents, but prosperous times or popular presidents could have the 

opposite effect and reduce competition. Concerns for representation potentially arise if state legislative 

incumbents foresee the ability to ride favorable national political conditions to unopposed reelection 

and pursue state-policy goals with less fear of being held accountable through electoral punishment. 

To evaluate the extent to which larger political contexts factor into challengers’ decision-

making, my statistical analyses evaluate how the economy and presidential popularity relate to state 

legislative competition. To measure economic growth within a state, I use the annual change in logged, 

real state personal income as measured in the second quarter. For national political contexts, I rely on 

the president’s average approval rating in the Gallup poll from April through June of the election year. 

My focus on the second quarter of the year follows studies of federal elections and aims to capture 
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economic and political conditions for the approximate time period when many candidates decide to 

challenge an incumbent.11 

If state legislative candidates’ strategies resemble their federal counterparts and foster 

collective, partisan accountability, political conditions’ impact on candidates’ entry decisions should 

differ by which parties controlled political institutions. Democratic (Republican) candidates, for 

example, should be more likely to challenge Republican (Democratic) incumbents when a Republican 

(Democratic) legislature or governor oversaw weak economies. Similarly if challengers respond to 

national politics, Democrats (Republicans) should be more likely to run during unpopular Republican 

(Democratic) presidencies. To determine whether state legislative challengers adopt these types of 

strategies, I conduct analyses similar to those in Table 1 but separate incumbents by whether they were 

a member of the legislative majority, governor’s, or president’s party (Table A.1). 

State legislative challengers appear to strategically respond to larger political contexts 

surrounding elections. Using estimates from the first column of Table 1, the black line in Figure 8 plots 

the predicted probability an incumbent faces a challenger under different levels of state income growth. 

When there is average economic growth (approximately 2 percent), the predicted probability a state 

legislative incumbent faces an opponent is approximately .559. However when the state economy is 

stagnant and experiences zero growth, the probability an incumbent faces a challenger rises to .570. 

This .011 probability increase is evidence that incumbents who oversee weak economies face more 

competition and, in turn, are more likely to be held accountable. 

                                                             
11 Most state legislative candidates who responded to The Legislative Candidate survey decided to enter races 
within 5 months of the primary (Moncrief et al., 2001). For reference, 29 states held legislative primaries 
from June until August 2010. Since candidates may make decisions earlier or respond to national conditions 
differently across states, I conduct the main analyses using comparable measures from the first quarter of the 
election year and annual MRP estimates of state-level presidential approval, which Marc Meredith generously 
provided for elections until 2010. Substantive findings are similar.  
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To better understand the extent to which challengers provide voters opportunities to hold their 

state officials collectively accountable for the economy, Figure 9 illustrates the impact of economic 

growth on the average predicted probability of a challenger for all incumbents (top circle) and members 

of different parties (other circles as indicated by the Y-Axis). State legislative challengers appear to 

follow entry strategies comparable to their federal counterparts.  A standard deviation increase in state-

level income growth reduces the probability of a challenger to members of the governor’s party by 

approximately 0.015, but comparable probabilities of incumbents unaffiliated with the governor’s party 

fall by less than .005 and are not statistical distinguishable from zero. This gubernatorial-state 

legislative challenger relationship parallels the presidential-congressional challenger relationship found 

in federal elections and indicate that members of the Governor’s party then have an incentive to create 

strong state economies.  Otherwise, they will be more likely to face competition in their next general 

election.  They furthermore may partly explain Jeanne Kirkton’s resistance to run against the Kathlyn 

Fares.  In 2006 Missouri’s economy grew by almost 3.5 percent, and Fares was a member of the 

Figure 8: Predicted Probability of a Challenger under Different State Economies 

 
Lines plot the average predicted probability of a challenger to incumbents under different state economies.  Incumbents 
who oversee economic downturns within a state are more likely to face a challenger. The relationship between the 
economy and challenger entry is strongest in marginal districts (where the incumbent’s party received less than 60 
percent of the presidential vote).  
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governor’s party.  The strong economy may contributed to Kirkton’s thinking that Fares was “not 

beatable,” but as will be shown in Chapter 6, this concern has little foundation in evidence.   

While challengers provide voters more opportunities to hold members of the governor’s party 

accountable for producing weak economies, I find little relationship between economic growth and the 

likelihood a member of the majority party in a legislative chamber faces a challenger.  Recall a standard 

deviation increase in economic growth reduces the likelihood of a challenger by approximately .011 

(Figure 9, top circle), but the predicted decrease in this probability for incumbents belong to the 

legislative majority party is less than half this magnitude (Figure 9, second circle), and this estimate does 

not meet conventional levels of statistical significance.  Surprisingly, members of the legislative minority 

party are the ones to face less competition when the state economy is strong.  Statistical analyses 

suggest a standard deviation increase in economy growth reduces the probability of a challenger by over 

.017.  Together, these findings suggest that if a legislative chamber contributes to the adoption of 

Figure 9: State Economy’s Relationship with Challenger Entry by Incumbent Party 
 

 
The top circle and dotted grey line represent the change in average predicted probability of a major party challenger 
associated with a standard deviation increase in state economic growth for all incumbents, and other circles represent the 
probability increase for incumbents who belong to different political parties. Economic growth of 2 percent decreases the 
likelihood of a challenger for all incumbents, but with the same improvement in economic conditions, the governor's 
legislative copartisans are less likely to receive a challenger than incumbents who are not members of the governor's 
party. 
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legislation that stimulates the state economy, the minority – not majority party – members benefit most 

in regard to elite level competition. 

Figures 8 and 9 provide evidence that state legislative challengers consider state-level politics – 

conditions over which state legislators may have some control - before deciding to challenge a sitting 

state legislator.  My analyses also provide evidence that challengers consider national political 

conditions.  A legislator’s affiliation with the president’s party alone has consequences for whether or 

not they face competition in the general election.  Table 3 lists the predicted probabilities an incumbent 

faces a challenger depending on their affiliation with the president’s, governor’s or state legislative 

chamber’s majority party. Legislators affiliated with the president’s party are 0.042 more likely to face 

opposition than those unaffiliated with the president’s party. This difference rises to 0.075 in midterm 

elections, suggesting challengers recognize that the president’s party does poorly in midterm elections 

(Campbell, 1960; Erikson, 1988).  There meanwhile are little – if any - differences at the state-level 

between the rates at which member of the governor’s or legislative majority party face challengers. 

The president’s legislative copartisans are particularly more likely to be challenged when the 

president is unpopular. Figure 10 illustrates the disparity in the probabilities of incumbents facing a 

challenger under different levels of presidential approval (see Table A.1 for estimates). A 10 percent 

decrease in presidential approval increases the average predicted probability of a member of the 

president’s party facing an opponent by approximately .029 (solid black line), and for legislators who 

are not affiliated with the president’s party, a 10 percent increase in presidential approval increases the 

probability a legislator by approximately 0.033.  Combined with the overall increased likelihood a 

Table 3: Predicted Probability of a Challenger by Incumbent’s Party 

Party of Incumbent 
All 

Elections 
Presidential 

Elections 
Midterm 
Elections 

All 0.558 0.556 0.558 

President’s Party 0.580 0.561 0.598 

Not President’s Party 0.538 0.547 0.523 

Governor's Party 0.550 0.555 0.555 

Not Governor's Party 0.551 0.545 0.551 

Chamber Majority Party 0.560 0.554 0.563 

Chamber Minority Party 0.550 0.548 0.543 
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member of the president’s party faces a challenger, this relationship between presidential approval and 

challenger entry means that only during popular presidencies where the president’s approval rating 

exceeds 53 percent are the president’s legislative copartisans as likely to face a challenger as state 

legislators unaffiliated with the president’s party.12  Troubling for state-level accountability, these 

findings suggest that voters’ opportunities to hold their state legislators accountable depends on 

challengers strategically considering voters’ views of the president more so than how state elected 

officials manage the economy or represent their districts.   

Recap 

This chapter begins to shed light on the levels of accountability in American legislatures by 

focusing on where electoral competition typically starts: a candidate’s decision to challenge the 

                                                             
12 Berry, Berkman, and Schneiderman (2000) argue national conditions’ impact on incumbent reelection is 
weaker in professionalized legislatures. I similarly find that professionalism’s mediating influence on national 
conditions occurs at the candidate entry state. The strength of the relationship between the state economy 
and challenges to gubernatorial party, state legislative incumbents, is stronger in professionalized 
legislatures. For further detail, see Rogers (2015). 

Figure 10: Predicted Probabilities of State Legislators Facing a Major Party Challenger under 
Different Levels of Presidential Approval 

 
The solid line represents the predicted probability of an incumbent state legislator of the president’s party being 
challenged under different levels of presidential approval. Only under popular presidencies is a member of the president’s 
party less likely to be challenged than state legislators not affiliated with the president. 
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incumbent.  Overall, a disconcerting number of incumbents do not face a major party challenger, but 

challengers’ personal and strategic decision-making shapes whether incumbents must fear facing an 

electoral opponent. Similar to many jobs, work environments with fewer demands upon an individual’s 

time attract more candidates to serving in the state legislature.  Positioning themselves for electoral 

success, state legislative challengers strategically contest unrepresentative incumbents and take 

advantage of the economy, particularly in districts that are the most winnable. By contesting legislators 

who oversaw weak state economies or are not responsive to constituents’ preferences, challengers’ 

strategies give voters opportunities to hold American legislators responsible for their individual and 

collective behavior.  

The relationships representation and the economy have with challenger entry are promising for 

accountability in American legislatures, but it is important to consider the extent to which the strengths 

of these relationships help achieve desirable levels of competition in subnational elections. Recall, 

Figure 1 illustrates that 80 percent of Members of Congress face regularly face challengers but generally 

fewer than 60 percent of state legislators encounter opposition. Legislators’ management of the 

economy and representation of their districts has implications for whether they face a challenger, but 

during stagnant economies or when providing poor representation, the probability of a legislator facing 

a challenger never matches average levels of found in Congress (Figures 8 and 9: black lines), even in 

more marginal districts (Figures 8 and 9: dashed lines).  

In addition to the relative dearth of opposition candidates, challengers appear to respond to 

political conditions that have little – if anything – to do with state legislators’ own behavior. Republican 

challengers are more likely to emerge when a Democrat is in the White House, especially when this 

Democrat is unpopular.  This strategy improves a challengers’ electoral prospects (a subject addressed 

in Chapter 6), but does little to help establish an electoral connection between what legislators do in 

office and the competition they face in elections. If legislators recognize that national forces dictate 

whether they face competition, they could become less concerned about the electoral ramifications of 

their own state-level policymaking. 
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Together, the personal and strategic decisions of challengers set the stage and choices for voters. 

As put by Jacobson and Kernell in their discussion of challenger entry in congressional elections: “V.O. 

Key felt it necessary to argue in his last book that ‘voters are not fools.’ Neither, we contend, are 

politicians.” (Jacobson & Kernell, 1983, p. 19). This chapter affirms that Jacobson and Kernell’s 

contention applies to American legislative elections, and the following chapter will assess the extent to 

which Key’s argument applies to voters.  
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Chapter 2 Appendix 

To measure state legislators’ representation, I estimate the ideological distance between a state 

legislator and her district. To measure ideology, I employ legislators’ ideal points developed by Shor and 

McCarty (2011). Within these data, survey responses of state legislators who responded to Project Vote 

Smart’s National Political Awareness Tess bridge state specific ideal points to put ideological estimates 

into a common space, permitting cross-state comparisons of ideology. To capture voter ideology, I use 

legislative district ideal points developed by Tausanovitch and Warshaw (2013). Tausanovitch and 

Warshaw use over 275,000 individuals’ responses to the Cooperative Congressional Election Studies 

and the Annenberg National Election Surveys along with multilevel regression and poststratification to 

estimate district-level measures of ideology for most state legislative districts across the country from 

2001 – 2010. 

Together, Shor, McCarty, Tausanovitch and Warshaw provide unprecedented data on legislator 

and district ideology, but their ideological measures are on difference scales and therefore are not 

directly comparable. To create comparable ideological measures, I impute new district ideal points 

under a general assumption that Democrat and Republican legislators on average represent their 

districts. Specifically, I regress Shor and McCarty’s legislator ideal points on Tausanovitch and 

Warshaw’s measure of constituent ideology and party a party dummy using Equation 1. The party 

dummy accounts for intradistrict divergence of Democrat and Republican legislators providing different 

representation to the same district, captured by ∅2 in Equation 1 (McCarty, Poole, & Rosenthal, 2009). I 

then predict a district ideal point using estimates from Equation 1 in Equation 2 where the final term 

assumes that Republicans and Democrats equally misrepresent the same district by setting 𝜆 to 0.5. 

With this new measure of district ideology, I estimate the ideological distance between a legislators and 

her district by taking the absolute value of the difference between a legislator’s ideal point and their 

district’s imputed ideal point (Equation 3). 
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Equation 1: 𝑺𝒉𝒐𝒓 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑴𝒄𝑪𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒚 𝑳𝒆𝒈 𝑰𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕 =  ∅𝟎 + ∅𝟏[𝑻𝒂𝒖𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑾𝒂𝒓𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒘 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒕 𝑰𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕] +

 ∅𝟐[𝑹𝒆𝒑𝒖𝒃𝒍𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒏 𝑷𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒚 𝑫𝒖𝒎𝒎𝒚] + 𝝐 

Equation 2:𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒕 𝑰𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕 =  ∅𝟎 +  ∅𝟏[𝑻𝒂𝒖𝒔𝒂𝒏𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑾𝒂𝒓𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒘 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒕 𝑰𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕] + 𝝀∅𝟐 

Equation 3 :𝑰𝒅𝒆𝒐𝒍𝒐𝒈𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 = |𝑺𝒉𝒐𝒓 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑴𝒄𝑪𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒚 𝑰𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕 − 𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒕 𝑰𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒐𝒊𝒏𝒕|  

 My measure of state legislative representation aims to capture the ideological distance between 

a representative and her constituents and is similar to those used to study representation in Congress 

(e.g. Rabinowitz & Macdonald, 1989).  When interpreting results, it is important to be cognizant that my 

ideological distance metric fails to be consider that position of an incumbent’s challenger and requires 

strong assumptions to put voters and legislators in a common ideological space (Achen, 1978; 

Ansolabehere, Snyder, & Stewart, 2001; Matsusaka, 2001). To compare imputed district ideal points to 

more commonly used measures of district ideology, Figure A.1 plots district ideal points against 2004 

district-level presidential vote. Despite being estimated completely independent of Bush-Kerry vote, the 

correlation between imputed district ideal points and presidential vote is 0.82. 

Figure A.1: Comparison of District Ideal Points and 2004 Presidential Vote 

 
Comparison of 2004 Republican Presidential Vote and ideal points imputed from Equation 2 for state legislative 
districts. Despite being estimated independently of Bush-Kerry vote, the correlation of the measures is 0.82. 
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Table A.1: Challenger Entry as a Function of Political Contexts Subset by Incumbents’ Party 

Variable 
Legislative 

Majority 
Party 

Legislative 
Minority 

Party 

Governor’s 
Party 

Not 
Governor’s 

Party 

President’s 
Party 

Not 
President’s 

Party 

Change Annual Log Q2 State 

Personal Income 

-0.739 

(0.545) 

-2.538* 

(0.654) 

-2.378* 

(0.592) 

-0.702 

(0.589) 

-1.944* 

(0.697) 

-2.216* 

(0.658) 

Q2 Presidential Approval     -0.010* 

(0.002) 

0.011* 

(0.002) 

Ideological Distance from 

District 

0.546* 

(0.091) 

0.670* 

(0.107) 

0.558* 

(0.107) 

0.436* 

(0.105) 

0.771* 

(0.097) 

0.455* 

(0.095) 

Ideological Distance Squared -0.146* 

(0.049) 

-0.175* 

(0.057) 

-0.154* 

(0.062) 

-0.086 

(0.051) 

-0.262* 

(0.054) 

-0.051 

(0.053) 

Distance to Capital (Logged) -0.048* 

(0.012) 

-0.072* 

(0.014) 

-0.050* 

(0.013) 

-0.071* 

(0.013) 

-0.044* 

(0.013) 

-0.055* 

(0.012) 

Logged Avg. Amt. to Win Race 

(State-Year Average) 

0.153* 

(0.052) 

0.076 

(0.059) 

0.162* 

(0.055) 

0.083 

(0.056) 

0.018 

(0.059) 

0.251* 

(0.059) 

Legislator Salary (in 1000s of 

2010 dollars) 

-0.001 

(0.001) 

0.003* 

(0.001) 

0.000 

(0.002) 

0.002 

(0.001) 

-0.000 

(0.001) 

0.001 

(0.001) 

Session Length -0.001* 

(0.000) 

-0.000 

(0.000) 

-0.001* 

(0.000) 

-0.001* 

(0.000) 

-0.001* 

(0.000) 

-0.000 

(0.000) 

Legislative Staff per Member 0.037* 

(0.018) 

-0.014 

(0.019) 

0.037 

(0.021) 

-0.011 

(0.018) 

0.041* 

(0.019) 

-0.030 

(0.019) 

Minority Party Seat Share 0.085 

(0.153) 

-0.252 

(0.149) 

-0.151 

(0.154) 

-0.190 

(0.145) 

-0.090 

(0.162) 

-0.219 

(0.144) 

Incumbent Party Pres Vote -0.030* 

(0.001) 

-0.027* 

(0.001) 

-0.029* 

(0.001) 

-0.033* 

(0.001) 

-0.031* 

(0.001) 

-0.024* 

(0.001) 

Incumbent Party Previous 

Vote Share 

-0.007* 

(0.001) 

-0.005* 

(0.001) 

-0.006* 

(0.001) 

-0.006* 

(0.001) 

-0.005* 

(0.001) 

-0.007* 

(0.001) 

Incumbent Party Previously 

Contested 

0.282* 

(0.047) 

0.356* 

(0.056) 

0.335* 

(0.052) 

0.258* 

(0.050) 

0.334* 

(0.052) 

0.307* 

(0.050) 

District Size (Logged) 0.031 

(0.081) 

0.037 

(0.096) 

0.001 

(0.089) 

0.095 

(0.089) 

0.095 

(0.091) 

-0.001 

(0.088) 

Freshman Incumbent -0.032 

(0.029) 

-0.029 

(0.035) 

-0.042 

(0.032) 

-0.013 

(0.031) 

-0.040 

(0.032) 

-0.017 

(0.031) 

Terms Served -0.004 

(0.004) 

-0.023* 

(0.005) 

-0.012* 

(0.005) 

-0.013* 

(0.005) 

-0.006 

(0.005) 

-0.018* 

(0.005) 

Southern Election -1.013* 

(0.199) 

-0.541* 

(0.173) 

-0.903* 

(0.220) 

-0.569* 

(0.186) 

-0.862* 

(0.186) 

-0.806* 

(0.184) 

Term Limits Enacted 0.038 

(0.109) 

-0.077 

(0.117) 

0.160 

(0.123) 

-0.119 

(0.118) 

0.010 

(0.108) 

-0.061 

(0.122) 

Member of the Democratic 

Party 

0.050 

(0.032) 

-0.019 

(0.031) 

0.076 

(0.092) 

0.202* 

(0.088) 

-0.014 

(0.039) 

0.112* 

(0.036) 

Midterm Election 0.092* 

(0.023) 

-0.046 

(0.028) 

0.032 

(0.025) 

0.040 

(0.025) 

0.159* 

(0.026) 

-0.074* 

(0.025) 

Off Year Election 0.315 

(0.327) 

0.326 

(0.274) 

0.305 

(0.349) 

0.380 

(0.300) 

0.487 

(0.302) 

0.203 

(0.296) 

Redistricting Year -0.157* 

(0.041) 

-0.073 

(0.047) 

-0.098* 

(0.044) 

-0.099* 

(0.044) 

-0.044 

(0.079) 

-0.299* 

(0.074) 

State Senate Race -0.068 

(0.066) 

-0.002 

(0.080) 

-0.012 

(0.070) 

-0.115 

(0.077) 

0.015 

(0.074) 

-0.160* 

(0.074) 

Constant 0.604 

(0.668) 

1.009 

(0.753) 

0.632 

(0.739) 

0.837 

(0.719) 

1.627* 

(0.735) 

-0.792 

(0.735) 

N 17408 11509 14556 14361 13996 14921 

Log-Likelihood -9340.5 -6289.3 -7755.2 -7857.0 -7387.1 -8176.6 

Probit estimates of the likelihood of a challenger contesting an incumbent state legislator who belongs to a particular 
political party (as indicated by the column heading). Estimations include random effects for states. 

 


